
Villa Frégate Bay - Martinique - François

From 556.0 € / night - 6 bedroom(s) - 4 bathroom(s)



Galerie photos / Photo gallery



Votre location / Your rental

Located on the east coast of Martinique, the 6-bedroom villa accommodates 12 travelers. Facing the sea, with a pontoon to
access it, this property is ideal for a stay with family or friends in the south-central basin of Martinique. 

The brand-new villa is laid out over two identically configured floors, with three bedrooms and two bathrooms.

On the first floor is a large terrace that announces the theme of the stay: calm and convivial. There's a breathtaking view of
the sea and an infinity pool to enjoy.  The terrace includes a sitting area and a dining area with a large table.

Inside, you'll discover an open-plan space sharing the fully-equipped kitchen, dining room and indoor living room with a
smart TV (netflix access) in front of a comfortable sofa. The kitchen leads to the laundry room, where you'll find a washing
machine, freezer and tumble dryer.

Extending from this space are 3 bedrooms, one of which has a private bathroom. The other two share a separate bathroom
and boast magnificent sea views.

From the same hallway, take the stairs to the first floor, where you'll find the same layout for the three additional bedrooms. A
little extra: the two sea-view bedrooms have balconies so you can take full advantage of the sea air.

This exceptional villa offers an unforgettable experience

It has parking for several vehicles. Kayaks available on-site.

Around the villa are a number of amenities:



- Lili's restaurant at the lagoon, 5 km away

- the orchid farm 2.8 km away. The distillery at 1710 is also nearby.

- For shopping and errands, the center of Le François is a 10-minute drive away (5 km).

Visit the Clément distillery, 7 km away, to discover the production of Rhum Agricole.

For water sports, you can reach the azur kitesurfing center in 13 minutes and discover the Josephine bathtub. For even more
activities, the legendary Pointe Faula beach is just 20 minutes away.

The Far South and the beautiful Pointe Marin beach are 30 minutes away.

And the historic capital to the north of Martinique is 1h2 away.
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Caractéristiques / Features

 311 m2 /  12 traveler(s) /  6 bedroom(s) /  4 bathroom(s)

Equipements / Equipment

 Barbecue  Air conditioner  Iron  Oven

 Kayak  Dishwasher  Household linen  Washing machine

 Microwave  Parking  Swimming pool  Hair dryer

 TV  Wifi  Crib  Espresso machine  Sea view  Lounge chairs  Outdoor dining area  Outdoor furniture  Free on-site parking  Towels  Dining table  Wine glasses



Localisation



Séphora

+596 596 10 60 55
martinique@villaveo.com


